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The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of
written Cantonese and written Mandarin in print media advertising
copy on literate Cantonese speakers. The writer thinks that this
pattern of impact is a unique one, characteristic of the society
of Hong Kong. It is a risk to overgeneralize Western advertising
theories and techniques irrespective of cultural characteristics
and apply these rigidly to Hong Kong. It is also believed that
cultural influence is one of the most important factors in the
definition of problems and their solutions.
1
98.3% of the population in Hong Kong is Chinese. Most
of the parents or grandparents of the present young generation
were born and brought up in the mainland. They made their homes
here and carried forward their own cultural traits when they came
to the new place. At the same time they adapted to other patterns
of behaviour in accordance with the new environment in order to
satisfy their physical or psychological needs.
The younger generation was born and brought up in quite a
11966 By Census, Hong Kong Statistics 1947- 1967 (Census
and Statistics Department, Hong Kong, 1969) p.4
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different way. Under colonial policy they go to English schools
where English is the language taught in all subjects including
Economics and Public Affairs, Asian geography, and hygiene.
Chinese, in the form of spoken Cantonese, written Mandarin and
classical style, is the medium used for instruction in Chinese
literature and history. At home, these young Chinese communicate
with their parents in the mother tongue and pick up traditional
beliefs and practices.
This is a process of acculturation between the Western
and Chinese cultures. But it is quite clear that the Western
culture holds a superordinate position not only due to the
political force mentioned but also due to its economic pressures
and technological superiority. Within the last decade, Hong Kong
has had much greater intersocial contact with the modern West as
a result of its tremendous prosperity in trade. This has
accelerated the acculturation process as well as the expansion
of the Western superordination. It is no wonder that Westerners
coming to Hong Kong would find themselves quite at home to see
people here speaking English, going to church, holding beauty
contests, and promoting products with sexy girls.
However, if foreign firms market and advertise their
products here in the same manner as they do at home drastic
results might and do occur. The promotion of Morris Cigarettes
a few years ago, in which Mor-ri-s was transliterated Mo-lai-
si, closely representing the Cantonese phrase unlucky, can
3serve as an example. The hidden cultural influence was at
work: Cantonese are superstitious of such expressions. They
avoid mentioning anything mo-lai-si at happy occasions and
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when they go gambling.
Some aspects of the old Chinese culture are rooted deeply
and cannot be easily eradicated but it is difficult to figure
out which aspects are at work and how deeply rooted they are.
In short, the pattern of culture in Hong Kong is explicitly
western but implicitly Chinese. The adaptive and reserved nature
of the Chinese somewhat accounts for this problem. They respect
Westerners and impose foreign behaviours on themselves. In this
way they become bicultural. Their real patterns of behaviour
will then be hard to predict by the external cultural structure.
The challenge .to the marketer is to determine which-.levels
or aspects of the culture are the most important in influencing
the behaviour of consumers. There is a risk of overgeneralization,
however, if we try to determine the cultural levels of this society
based on foreign data. As a matter of fact, it often happens that
the problems encountered here have never become a problem in the
West. Therefore, identifuying these problems and finding solutions
Morris Cigarettes has returned to the scene in a new
transliteration Mor-ha-lai-sill or once touch, lucky.
4to them are of utmost importance for better market planning.
JUSTIFICATION OF STUDY
The language impact in local print media advertising
copy is an example of one of the problems mentioned above. It
has not, in such a rapidly developing business center as Hong
Kong with such busily engaged advertising activities, been
systematically identified and researched. Firms might have
made some research on the problem but they keep the results
private so that there are no open discussions of the topic and
the reliability of which may be highly invalid. The actual
effectiveness is therefore unknow. Clients invest their money
in advertising with uncertain return. The laxity of the local
patent law might account for one of the major reasons of the
unhappy situation in which eaqh advertising company locks its
research findings in its safe. Perhaps the academic group,
which is not involved in corporate competition but is concerned
with academic competition the objective of which is to publish
can do a better job to improve the situation.
The local average monthly advertising appropriations in3
3Source: Grant Research Company, Hong Kong.
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different media are as follows:
Local advertising appropriations: monthly average in%
GRAND
Print Media Broadcast Media TOTAL
v v LLULL.
Press Magazine Total Cinema Radio R.T.V. T.V.B. Total
English 14.7 1.4 16.1 1.2 0.5 1.6 1.9 5.2 31.3
Chinese 37.2 3.4 40.6 1.5 5.0 6.2 25.4 38.1 78.7
The above data throw light on two issues in a study of local
advertising: the first is the greater popularity of print media
(56.7%) and the second is the emphasis on Chinese as the most
important means of communication (78.7 versus 21.3%). This tends
to justify the writer's aim to measure the impact of dialect in
print media advertising copy.
As a pilot survey to the study, the writer talked to some
advertising men. All of them showed great concern about the
language used in advertising copy. Most of them thought that
written Cantonese could be used. One account executive said that
the best creative man would be one who spoke very fluent profane
Cantonese and English. The former proficiency ensured that he
knew the language of the people while the latter ensured that he
could persuade his foreign creative director to adopt the copy
language proposed.
Nothing quantitative was found in the pilot survey. The
6
writer hopes that this study will be useful to advertising
agencies in their copy decisions or will be able to stimulate
further studies on this topic.
THE PROBLEM AND THE STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES
It is generally asserted that ads should be written in
vernacular language as much as possible.4 But has this principle
been actually applied to Hong Kong print media advertising? Is
this principle effective in Hong Kong? The attempts to find
answers to these questions helped to identify the problems which
the writer studied.
Cantonese is the spoken vernacular of 81.2% of the population
in Hong Kong.5 It is a dialect spoken in China. A New Yorker
in the United States, for example, does not have much difficulty
communicating with a Texan a Cantonese however, can hardly
understand his Shanghainese friend if they do not have a common
language. The fact that dialects are not intercommunicable is
true in most parts of the country
Written Chinese is not built on the alphabetic system like
the Germanic or the Romance languages it finds its root on the
4Kenneth A. Longman, Advertisin, (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,1971) p.312'
51966 By Census, p.16
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logographic system which enables the people, who would otherwise
be regionally muted from each other, to communicate freely on
paper. The fact is, there is only one form of writing in China
formerly, Classical Chinese and recently. Mandarin.
But what seems to be most interesting is that people of
different dialects can reproduce vocally the same written passage
of Chinese into sounds of their own dialects. The reproduction,
however, is not necessarily compatible grammatically or idiomatically
with the dialects. Wordings and idioms differ remarkably although
their structures are alike. So a Cantonese never speaks to his native
friend in the form of the written language even though they may
have been using Mandarin to read and write for their whole life.
The written Mandarin a Cantonese utters sounds foreign and alien
to his native,friends.
Therefore the impact of advertising copy, written in Mandarin,
for a Cantonese person is a complicated one. On one hand, it is
normal for him to read and write words in Mandarin. On the other,
he might only comprehend the meaning and never take the wording
seriously when he reads the words. If he talks about the ad he
usually interprets the copy body in his own words.
Anthropologists point out, people having different languages
6(spoken) may be said to live in different worlds of reality.
6
Ralph L. Beals and Harry Hoijer, An Introduction to Anthropology,
third edition (Collier-Macmillan International Editions, 1969) p.641
8and that writing must be treated separeately from language, for
it reveals, upon analysis a distinctive history and distinctive
function in human societies.7 Now the local newspaper and magazine
advertising in Chinese is written in Mandarin and presented to people
speaking Cantonese. The effectiveness of such an ad might fall
into a different pattern than the expected one. This is the
first of two hypotheses in this thesis.
HYPOTHESIS I: A Cantonese recognises and recalls Cantonese and
Mandarin copy to a different degree. Specifically, a Cantonese
better recognises and recalls Cantonese copy.
A Cantonese speaks Cantonese but reads and writes in
Mandarin. He rarely, if ever, writes in his own dialect.
Mandarin is the officially accepted language and is the language
used in education. Written Cantonese is unofficial and is
generally considered as crude and coarse. Educated people look
down upon Cantonese. In essay writing and in literature
particularly, a Cantonese phrase will be considered as out of
place and the sentence, if not the work, as poorly written.
Hence there is a conflict between the mother tongue and the
traditional concept of its written counterpart.
ibid.
9
During recent years, some talented copywriters attempted
to work against-this traditional ideology. This started with
a jingle. A Cantonese jingle bears the same ugly image as the
writing. As people pay no respect to the writing it is natural
that they will not pay any respect to songs written in the
dialect either.. But a few years ago, one prominent local
copywriter was able to write beautiful Cantonese to a Pan Am
tune. When it was sung on the television.or on the movies,
exact wordings were always printed on the screen. Perhaps the
original tune was beautiful, but the beauty of the words was
also undeniable and entirely fit the mood and the atmosphere of
the ad. The effect was striking.
Contrasted with the former Morris example, we can see
that the audience showed a favourable attitude toward the Pan Am
tune. Although the magnitude and direction of change were not
made known, people did appreciate the ingenius creation during
the run of the ad. It was nothing new to compose a Cantonese
song, but it was entirely new to have the song promoting a
first-rate and luxurious service. Then came the Kent Cigarette
slogan. Being in typical Cantonese, the slogan was advertised
in the broadcast and print media in exactly the same form. Again
8Sometimes Cantonese jingles sound bad when they are out
of tone. There are nine tones in Cantonese and it is not easy
to write words of perfect tones to a tune. But this is technical.
What we are dealing with here is conceptual, exploring the
traditional image of dialect on products.
10
the slogan was striking and people carried the slogan around.
It was difficult to estimate how the slogan affected the image
of Kent. Then there was the National Electric Rice Cooker
headline and others. Though not as impressive they have helped
to create a trend. But the question is left unanswered: Does
written Cantonese affect the image of a product?
HYPOTHESIS II: Cantonese copy has no effect on the product
image.
11
CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION
The writer found no literature written about the subject
studied. The conceptual settings of the dependent variables
and independent variables were therefore derived separately from
literature. Their relations, as stated in the hypotheses, will
be studied empirically.
DEPENDENT VARIABLE I: RECALL
CONCEPTUAL SETTINGS
Advertising men have long been concerned over the problem
of how to keep people recognizing and recalling their advertising
and the products and services advertised.9 Various recognition and
recall tests are implemented to evaluate advertising effectiveness.
These tests are post tests used after advertisements are circulated
and they measure memory. 10 Recall and recognition can exist when
11
there has been a process of learning on the same time continuum: 1
9Darell Blaine Lucas and Steuart Henderson Britt, Measuring
Advertising Effectiveness. (McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc. N.Y.: 1963)
p.48
10ibid., p.47
11Stuart Henderson Britt, The Learning-remembering Process,
Psychological Review, Vol. 44 (Nov. 1937), pp. 462-469.
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Learning Remembering (opposite aspect, Forgetting)
measured in terms of Recognition-Recall-Relearning.
Time
Starch Readership Service and Gallup Robinson's Magazine
Impact Service are the most well known methods measuring
advertising recall. They are similar to each other in that they both
measure natural advertising contexts in magazines and the exposure
environments are also natural. Their attributes are summarized
in Exhibit 1.
With the Starch Readership technique (better known as the
recognition technique), the approach is simply to show a member
of the vehicle audience the advertisement and ask if he remembers
having seen it. The readership interviews are carried out with
both sexes on each issue of general interest magazines. For
magazines of primary interest to only one sex, interviews may be
carried out with readers of that sex.
To qualify for an interview, respondents must state
they read the issue of the magazine under study prior
to the interview. The interview technique involves
the recognition method. As the interviewer goes
through the magazine with the respondent, the respondent
tells whether and to what extent he or she read each
advertisement a half-page or larger in that issue. The
scores reported are
Noted: The per cent of readers of the magazine who say
they had previously seen the advertisement in
the particular magazine.
13
SEVEN BASIC Gallup Starch
ATTRIBUTES OF Robinson Readership
MEASUREMENT Aided-recall technique
TECHNIQUE technique
1. Scope of the
advertising being
measured:
a. Insertations one one
b. Media Magazine Magazine
2. Response measured Advertising Advertisement
recall recall
3. Conditions of exposure:
a. Exposure enviroment Natural Natural
b. Advertising context Natural Natural
4. Condition of measurements:
a. Method of data Personal Personal
collection interview interview




a. Sample element individual individual
b. Restrictions Participation2 Medial
2
Participation
c. Method Nonprobability3 Nonprobability
(Judgement quota)
d. Size Standard (400) Standard (200)
6. Type of comparison Norm or alternative Norm or alternative
advertisement advertisement
7. Data Handling Weighted Unweighted
Also idea recall 1Readers of vehicle
and buying in which advertisement
attitude. is run.
2Not all who are2 Not all who are
contacted participate.contacted parti-EXHIBIT 1
cipate.
Selected on 3Selection based on
systematic basis. a quota.
12 Homer M. Dalbey, Irwin Gross and Yoram Wind, Advertising Measurement
and Decision Making, ed. by Patrick J. Robinson (Allyn Bacon, Inc. Boston:
1968) p.37
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Seen/associated: The per cent of readers who say they have
seen or read any part of the advertisement that
clearly indicated the name of the product (or service)
or advertiser.
Read most: The percent of readers who not only looked at
the advertisement, but who say that they read more
thanlalf of the total written material in the
ad."13
Recall techniques are frequently aided as in Gallup and
Robinson's proved name recognition technique (PNR). As the
amount of aid is increased, the technique approaches more and
more closely that of the recognition technique. The first step
in the PNR technique is to establish readership of the publication
in which the advertisements appear. This may be done through
recognition of covers, but it is accomplished with greater
certainty by asking for an identification of editorial items.
The names of advertisers can then be shown on cards. These cards
contain the names of some advertisers who are not represented in
the publication and the respondent is warned of this fact in
order to reduce guessing. The order of the cards is varied to
reduce the bias in a long interview. For advertisements recalled,
proof is required by asking for descriptions of these advertisements.
Finally the advertisement is shown to the respondent to verify
the recall. The recall interview therefore ends with recognition.
13 Lucas and Britt, op. cit., p.50
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Both the recognition and recall ratings were evaluated in
a classic experiment conducted by the Print Advertising Rating
Methods (PARM) committee of the Advertising Research Foundation
(ARF). The results of the evaluation14 can be summarized in
Exhibit 2.
Exhibit 2 shows that recall ratings are sensitive to more
variables than are recognition ratings. A recognition text
therefore, produces more stable scores. On the other hand,
there has been considerable criticism of suspected inflation
from spurious recognition claims15 while a properly handled
recall test will give no opportunity for respondents to
introduce spurious inflation. 16







1. Lapse of time since reading N.S. S.
2. Time spent reading N.S.
3. Memory S.
4. Sample design N.S. S.
5. Competence of interviewers N.S. S.
6. Length of interview S. S.
7. Age N.S. S.
8. Education N.S. S.
9. Sex S. N.S.
10. Socioeconomic. level N.S. N.S.
11. Original reading experience S.
12. Size of advertisement S. S.
S.13. Class of product
14. Prospective customer S. S.







All the variables which affected the recognition ratings
and/or the recall ratings as shown in Exhibit 2 will be
considered in this study. Occupation and/or income of a subject
were assumed to have no significant effect on his recall
differential of Cantonese and Mandarin copy. A boss of a large
multinational company and a clerk of a small firm might recall
copy to the same degree if education and other variables were
equal. The recognition and recall ratings shown in Exhibit 2
were also not sensitive to socioeconomic levels.
The recall method, discussed in detail in Chapter Three,
employed in this study was an aided-recall technique. In a
certain way, it also approached the recognition technique.
During the test, exposure to a set of dummy ads was
forced. The sequence and the interval of exposure was fixed.
The disadvantage of the test was its unnatural setting.
However, this was offset by the uniformity of the test.
Posttest interviewing questions were asked through tape
in spoken Cantonese. The respondents checked answers on
the multiple choice answer sheets. There were five answers
for each question. The answers were carefully designed so that
they were common to both dialects. In this way, respondents
18
had to recall the content of the ads and had to note whether
one of the five multiple choice answers appeared in or was
associated with the ad.
Operationally, the percentages of correct answers were
defined as the recall rating scores.
DEPENDENT VARIABLE II: PRODUCT IMAGE
CONCEPTUAL SETTINGS
Product image refers to the characteristics of the
product as they are perceived by the consumer. It is a
function of the variables: physical properties of the product,
branding, packaging, promotion and the self-image of the
consumer.17 Self-image is affected by physiological and
psychological needs. 18
Advertising, being a tool of promotion, is the obvious means
of imparting an image to a product. It serves to educate the
actual appearance and function of the good or service and also
17Edward W. Cundiff and Richard R. Still, Basic Marketing,
Concepts, Enviroment and Decisions, (Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, 1964) p.182
Walter B. Wentz and Gerald I. Eyrich, Marketing Theory
and Application (Harcourt, Brace World, Inc. N.Y.: 1970)
p.316
19
imparts psychogenic properties. 19
In order to measure the effect of written Cantonese and
written Mandarin on product image, the above-mentioned ones
should be held constant. The method to achieve this end is
also discussed in Chapter Three.
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION
Operationally, product image was defined as the score a
subject received after viewing a set of dummy ads and rating
the product or service image on a five-point scale. A sixth
point was added in case the subject felt that the product or
service image could not be rated for the reasons given.
middle middle
high high middle low low don't
class class class class class know
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES: CANTONESE MANDARIN
HISTORICAL SETTINGS
It was mentioned earlier that anthropologists point out
that different linguistic communties perceive reality in
19Cundiffand Still, op. cit., p.182
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different ways. Social psychologists and psycholinguists hold
similar opinions. Social psychologists say, Conceptual systems
depend to a great extent on the modes of communication existent
in a given society.20 Psycholinguists say, The language
spoken in a community helps to shape the cognitive structure of
the individual speaking that language," 21 and linguistic
variation is correlated with the social status of the speaker.22
Different concepts lead to different patterns of consumer
behaviour so the impact of language in advertising differs
from language to language. In this section the languages under
concern, viz., Cantonese and Mandarin, and examples of using
these languages in advertising will be discussed.
DIALECTS OF CHINA.
Websters dictionary defines dialect as a variety of
language that is used by one group of persons and has features
of vocabulary, grammar, or pronunciation distinguishing from
other varieties used in other groups.
20E.L. Harley. and R.E.. Hartley, Fundamentals of Social
Psychology. (New York, Knopf: 1952) p.140
21Sol Saporta, Psycholinguistics: a book of readings.
(New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston 1961) p.491
22Dell Hathaway Hymes, Language in Culture and Society
a Reader in Linguistics and Anthropology, (New York, Harper
and Row: 1964) p.491
21
There are many dialects in China. The chief dialects can
be classified into nine groups: Cantonese, Kan-Hakka, Amoy-
Swatow, Foochow, Wu (Kiangsu-Chekiang region) Hsiang (Hunnan province),
and Northern, Southern, and South-western Mandarin. The diversity
of dialects is mainly in pronunciation and to a certain extent in
vocabulary and grammar. People of different dialect groups are
usually mutually unintelligible. Sometimes, however, even people
of the same province (for example, northern and southern Fukien
northern and southern Kiangsu) will find it difficult to carry
on conversation. 23
Classical Literary Language
Although Chinese dialects differ from one another in
pronunciation, in vocabulary and grammer, they have never been
regarded as different languages, mainly because there is one
common literary idiom. Formerly this was the old concise
classical literary language, wenyen, and recently Mandarin.
Wenyen was the language most commonly used before the 1911
revolution. Most of the literature and other formal or informal
writings had.been written in this old concise classical literary
language. Unlike the spoken language, Wenyen has undergone little
23 Chou, En-lai, Current Tasks of Reforming the Written
Language. Reform of the Chinese Written Language, Chou, En-lai
and others. (Foreign Language Press, Peking: 1958) p.14
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change. It remains uniform with respect to diction and composition
throughout the country. It has no pronunciation of its own, but
is pronounced in as many different ways as there dialects. In
vocabulary and grammar, however, it is the same everywhere.24 On
the other hand, it differs so greatly in syntax and grammar from
each dialect as to almost constitute a separate language. This
disparity reduces any confusion between the two, and a Chinese
scholar fluent in the classical language considers it quite
natural to turn to his dialect for everyday purposes. 25 In this
sense, the Chinese people, particularly the scholars, are
bilingual in that they have formed the habit to speak and to
read and/or write in two dissimilar languages.
Language Reform
In the early 1910s, the republican government, in the
interests of national unity, had sought to break down the
provincialism which in turn had been the cause of dialectal
divergence and to this end selected Mandarin (variously called
kuan-hua, plain talk, kuo-yu, National language, and pu-
tung-hua, common Speech), the-standard of which is the dialect
of Peiping (now Peking) as the standard speech of the country.
24 Yuen Ren Chao, Chinese in Collier's Encyclopedia Vol. 6,
(Crowell Collier Macmillian, Inc., 1967) p.319
25Hu, Chang-tu, China, (New Haven, Hraf Press: 1960) p.101
23
Mandarin had already in imperial times enjoyed prestige as the
speech of the court and then the mother tongue of some 300 million
people in many parts of China and kuo-yu was taught in schools
wherever the local speech was different.
Hand in hand with the effort toward a unified spoken
language went the movement initiated by Hu Shih (1891-1962)
and other scholars in 1917 to write in the spoken idiom rather
than in the old literary idiom. The movement was encouraged by
the educational authorities, who ordered that the school
curriculum through the sixth grade be taught in the spoken
style of Mandarin. This step had two purposes. In the first
place, it would be possible for two thirds of the country's
children, those from the Mandarin-speaking provinces, to read
and write in a close approximation to their mother tongue rather
than in an additional literary idiom. Secondly, the remaining
one third would learn the standard dialect, thereby helping to
unify the spoken language. While the movement made relatively
slow progress from a quantitative point of view, by the 1930's it
had been most successful in literature and science, though
26
somewhat less so in the fields of business and government.
26Y. R. Chao, China: Language in Encyclopedia Americana,
(New York, Americana Corp., 1968) p.576
24
Mandarin today has gained a stronger position due to the
communist government's effort to popularize the pu-tung-hua for
political, economic and cultural reasons.27 By 1960s it was
estimated that more than 70% of the Chinese people inside the
communist regime already understood and used pu-tung-hua, 28 and
since 1949, the new written style based on the living language
completely replaced the old Classical language in all writing.29
Language and Advertising in Hong Kong
Hong Kong, with 98.3% of its population being Chinese, has
undergone such change only partially. Cantonese has been the
prevailing spoken language. Few speak Mandarin. In school,
classical and Mandarin literatures carry equal weight. The
latter, however, is more often used in composition and letter
writing. But like the classical literary style, Mandarin is
pronounced in Cantonese and not in spoken Mandarin when such a
passage is read aloud. It is regarded as a written language
replacing the old one. It is the most common language used in
newspapers and magazines. Classical Chinese and written
Cantonese are sometimes used while the former is more prevalent
in business and documents and the latter is used in comic and
lighter articles.
27 Chou, En-lai, op. cit., p.14




Written Cantonese has never been used in education. This
also means that it is not a language of the scholars. Writings
in Cantonese, therefore, are generally considered as poor or
less correct. But this does not mean Cantonese cannot be
written. It can almost be completely written only that some
characters must be borrowed or slightly modified. An example
of the Battle between North Wind and the Sun stor 30
y, written
completely in Cantonese, is shown in Exhibit 3. On the other
hand, written Cantonese has been regarded as interesting and
expressive in articles of a less serious nature. It can be very
original and attention catching sometimes.
If the political situation of Hong Kong remains unchanged,
the language will have little change even though the trend
suggests that wenyen will be eventually replaced by Mandarin.
Written Cantonese will exist as long as the spoken counterpart
exists. However, the political status of Hong Kong is less than
stable and any sudden change is likely to affect the linguistic
situation.
All three forms have been employed in local print media





bck7fung1tung4 jit9tau2 ao2sau2 gua1
gak8 ji4 ga10 hou2 noi3hou2noi5ji5tsin4, jau5tong3,bek7
fung1 tung4mai4jit9tau2 wae6 zo2dau3leik7 loeng5 go3 dou1
zang1jing6 zi6gei10ge3bun2ling5dai6 gem2 zau6 ding2hei2
geing2 soeng5 lae4 bek7fung1 zau6 wa6: ngo5 ge3 bun2 si6
a4,ha1 leik7 dek7 gao1gwan1 lo3! tung1 tin1dei6ha6,mou4
loen6 met7ie5 du10 pa3 sai3 ngo5 na4 ngo5 jet7 tsey1 ze10
seing4 go3 tin1 hem6blang6 du10 ze1 met9 sai3 wu1 wen4, lin4
nei5 ge3min6bu10 bei2 ngo5 ze1 hem6 sai3, gem2 zau6 gau3
gao2 dou3 nei5 met7je5 du10 tae2 m4 gin3 ge3 la10 , go2 go3
jitp9tau2 dae2 m4 zy6 zau6 zik7 hek7 bok8 key5lak8: hng1.
ngo5 wa6 nei5 seing4 go3 mung5 ge3!nei5 ji5 wae4 di10
wen4 lae4 gem2 zau6 ze1 dek7zy6 ngo5 ga3 la4?nei5 fat8
mung6 me1!bei5 teing1 ngo5 gong2 la1 bek7fung1, nei5
ni1go3 sey1 zae2 leik7 met7ie5 a1 zing6 hae6jet7mei2 sik7
dek7tsey1 ge3 ze1 bin1 sy3 jau5 zen1 gung10 fu10 ga2! bek7 fung1
jen5m4 zy6 gring2 zau6wa6 lak8: gem2 nei5 jau5 met7ie5
bun2si6 gem3 ba1 bae3 a3? nei5 gem3 leik7, nei3 du1 tsey1
bei2 ngo5 teing1 ha5 a1!jit9 tau2 zau6 wa6 lak8: ngo5 a4
hng1 ngo5 bet7 sit3tsey1 ak8...gem2 go2 go3jit9tau2 zoeng
key5go3 leik7 tsy3 jet7lou6 gong2 lok9 hey3 la1 gong2 gong2
ha2, bek7fung1 jen5m4zy6geing2 lak8 geng2 hae6tsap8ba2
zey2 hey3 bok9 key5ding6la1 gem2 key5dei6loeng5go3 zau6
nei5 jetp7jin4ngo5jet7jy5ai3 hei2 soeng5lae4 lak8
Exhibit 3 第 四 篇
廣 州 話 故 事
北 風 同 熱 頭 抅 手 瓜
隔 而 家 好 耐 好 耐 以 前 ， 有 一 趟 ， 北 風 同 埋 熱 頭 為 咗 鬬 嚦 ， 兩
個 都 爭 認 自 己 概 本 領 大 ， 咁 就 頂 起 勁 上 嚟 。 北 風 就 話 ： 我 概 本
事 呀 ， 夏 ， 嚦 得 交 關 囖 ！ 通 天 地 下 。 無 論 乜 嘢 都 怕 嗮 我 。 嗱 。 我
一 吹 啫 ， 成 個 天 咸 包 欖 都 遮 密 嗮 烏 雲 ， 連 你 概 面 都 畀 我 遮 冚 晒 ，
咁 就 夠 攪 到 你 乜 嘢 都 悌 唔 見 概 啦 。 個 個 熱 頭 抵 唔 住 ， 就 卽 刻 驳
佢 嘞 ： 哼 ！ 我 話 你 成 個 懵 概 ！ 我 以 為 叫 的 蕓 嚟 ， 咁 就 遮 德 住 我
伽 啦 ？ 你 發 夢 咩 ！ 你 聽 我 講 喇 ， 北 風 ， 你 呢 個 衰 仔 嚦 乜 嘢 呀 ， 凈
系 一 味 識 得 吹 概 啫 ， 邊 處 有 真 功 夫 咖 ！ 北 風 忍 唔 住 經 就 話 嘞 ：
咁 你 有 乜 嘢 本 事 咁 巴 閉 呀 ？ 你 咁 嚦 ， 你 都 吹 畀 我 聽 嚇 呀 ！ 熱 頭
就 話 嘞 ： 我 呀 ， 哼 ， 我 不 諧 吹 呢 。 。 。 。 。 咁 個 個 熱 頭 將 倨 概 嚦 處
一 路 講 落 去 喇 ， 講 講 嚇 ， 北 風 忍 唔 住 勁 嘞 ， 梗 系 插 把 嘴 去 驳 佢 定
喇 。 咁 佢 地 兩 個 就 你 一 言 ， 我 一 語 硷 起 上 嚟 嘞
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key5dei6 zing3 hae6 ail dek7 fo2hung4fo2luk9 ge3 si4hau6,
ha1, ngam10ngam10 taelgin3 jau5 jet7go3 gwo3lou6jen4, hae2
dae2ha6 hang4 gen 2 lae4. got go3 jen4, sen1soeng6 zoek8 zy6
jet7gin6 hou2 hau3 ge3 dai6lau10, tau4soeng6 dai3 zy6 jet7
deing2 zin10mou2, gep7gep7goek8 gem2 hang4 gen2 lae4 lak8.
got go3 jit9tau2 zau6 gong2 lo3 bo3: ngam10 sai3 lak8! wae3,
nei5 tae2gin3 hang4 gen2 Iae4 g02 go3 jen2 ge4 la10. gem2
le4, tae2 ha5 ngo5dei6bin10go3 saU2Sin10 gao2 dou3 key5 tsey4
zo2 go2 gin6 dai6lau10, gem2 zau6 syn3 bin'0go3 ge3 bun 2
ling5 dai6 le4, hou2m4hou2 a3? j bek7fung' zau6 wa6: [hou2
la1, zau6 ziu3 nei5 gem2 gong2 la1!
hei2sin10 key5dei6 jet7go3 hae2 sy3 ma ug5 tsey1 jet7
go3 hae2 sy3 mang5 sai3 1o3 bo3 hau6loi4 bek7fung1 tsoet7
zoen6 keys ge3 bun2ling5 mang5 tsey1, gwo2jin4 trey1 dou3
mun5tin1 du1 hae6 wu1wea4, zoeng1 go2 go3 jit9tau2 ze1 set9
sai3 lak8. key5 zoi3 mang5 tsey1 jet7ha5, zoeng1 go2 go3 jen4
dai3 zy6 ge3 go2 deing2 zin10mou2 du1 tsey1 zo2 lok9 dei2.
dim2 zi1 got go3 jen2 zing3wa6 ngam10.agam10 zey1 fan1 dou2
keys5 got2 deing2 Zin1Omou2 ze10, O1, bek7fung1 jau6 jet7 tsey1,
lino4 keys5 go2 gin6 dai6lau10 ge3 nau2, du1 tsey1 dou3 gai2hoi'
sai3 lak8. bek7fung1 tae2gin3 gem2 be6, ji5wae4 dek7 sai3
mae5 la1, mun5sem1 fun1hei2 lak8, keys5 zau6 hou2 sa1tsen4
gem2 gong2 lo3 bo3: ha1, ha1, dek7 sai3 lak8, ngo5 jeing4 la3
gua3! nei5 zung6 jau5 met7 hou2 gong2? hei' ngo5 zou'2
zau6 gu2dou2 hae6 ngo5 jeing gee2 la1 ma5! jit9tau2
teing1gin3 key5 gem2 gong2 jet7mei2 hae2 sy3 siu3, keys5
zau6 gem2 nem2 Iak8: key5 dim2 wui5 jeing4 dek7 gem3
jung4ji6 a1? jy4gwo2 keys5 gao2 dou3 go2 di10 wu1wen4
巨 地 正 系 益 得 火 红 火 绿 概 时 候 ， 嘎 ， 岩 岩 涕 见 有 一 个 过 路 人 ，
系 底 下 行 紧 嚟 ， 个 个 人 ， 身 上 着 住 一 件 好 厚 概 大 楼 ， 头 上 带 住 一
顶 毛 帽 ， 急 急 脚 咁 行 嚟 嘞 。 个 个 热 头 就 就 讲 罗 番 ： 岩 晒 嘞 ！ 喂 ，
你 涕 见 行 紧 个 个 人 概 嘞 。 咁 鳖 涕 吓 我 地 邊 個 首 先 覺 到 巨 除 咗
個 件 大 樓 ， 咁 就 算 邊 個 概 本 領 大 鱉 ， 好 唔 好 呀 ？ 北 風 就 話 ： 好
喇 ， 就 照 你 咁 講 喇
起 先 巨 地 一 個 系 處 猛 吹 ; 一 個 系 處 額 、 猛 嚟 羅 番 。 後 來 北 風 出 書
巨 概 本 領 猛 吹 ， 果 然 吹 到 滿 天 都 系 烏 雲 ， 將 個 個 熱 頭 遮 寶 嗮 嘞
巨 再 猛 吹 一 嚇 ， 將 個 個 人 戴 住 概 個 頂 毛 帽 都 吹 咗 落 地 。 點 知 個 個
人 正 話 岩 岩 番 到 巨 個 頂 帽 者 呵 ， 北 風 又 吹 一 次 。 連 巨 個 件 大 樓
概 鈕 都 吹 到 解 開 嗮 嘞 。 北 風 涕 到 件 咁 鼻 ， 以 為 得 嗮 米 喇 ， 滿 心 歡 喜
嘞 ， 巨 就 好 膽 咁 講 羅 番 ： 哈 哈 得 嗮 嘞 ， 我 贏 嘞 掛 ！ 你 重 有 乜 好
講 ？ 希 ， 我 早 就 古 到 一 定 希 我 贏 咖 啦 嘛 ！ 熱 頭 聽 件 巨 講 一 味 希
處 笑 。 巨 就 咁 念 嘞 ： 巨 點 會 贏 得 咁 容 易 呀 ？ 如 果 巨 覺 得 個 都 烏 雲
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zoeng1 got2 go3 jen4 ze1 dou3 met9 sai3, gem2joeng2 jing6
wa6 hae6 key5 jeing4, du1 zung6 gong2 dek7 gwo3 hey3 ak8
dan6hae6 a3, dim2 wui5 zel dek7 hem6 sai3 ga2...... key5
zing3wa6 soeng2 dou3 ni1Osy3 ge3 si4hau6, gwo2jin4 got go3
jen2 jigging1 zoeng1 go2 di10 nau2 kau3 fan1 hou2 lak8.
bek7fung1 tae2gin3 gem2 be6, zi1dou3 geng2 hae6 sy1do1jeing4
siu2 ge3 la', key5 zi2 jau5 bok8meing6 gem3 mang5 tsey1
1o3 bo3 dim2 zi'dou3 key5 jyt9 tsey1 dek7 mangs, got2 go3
jen4 jyt9 zoeng1 go2 gin6 dai6lau10 lame dek7 set9 di10.
zoet7zi10, zung6 sey1 do1 jet7 sey1, gao2 dou3 lin4 tin4soeng6 go2
di10 wu1wen4 du1 tsey1 san3 sai3 tim1. gem2 go2 go3 jit9tau2
zau6 zau2 tsoet7 lae4 la1, tae2gin3 go2 go3 jen4 jing4jin4 hou2tsi3
tau4 sin10 gem2 zoek8 zy6 go2 gin6 lau10, ji4tse2 jaug gem3 set9
lam2 dou3 gem3 set9 tim1. go2 go3 jit9tau2 zau6 wa6 1o3 bo3:
rtsey1! jyn41oi4 go2 go3 jen2 zung6 mei6 tsey4 key5 go2 gin6
dai6 lau10 le6, gem2 dim2 syn3 dek7 hae6 nei5 jeing4 a3? ngo5
gong2 bei2 nei5 teing1 la1, tsey1 hae6 mou5 jung6 ge3, hae6
jiu3 tsoet7 zen10 gung10fu10 sai3 sin1 zi3 dek7 ga2 mag5! key5
jet7bin10 gong2, jet7bin10 jau5 gem3 jit9 sai3 dou3 gem3 jit9
go2 go3 gwo3lou6 jen4, hae2 go3 sem10 ley5 bin6 gem2 nem2
lak8: hei! fung1tsey1 jit9sai3, zen1 hae6 het7jen4zeng1 lak8:
bek7fung1 tsey1 hei2 lae4, lang5 dou3 jen4 sau2bing1goeks8
tseik8 jit9tau2 sai3 hei2 lae4, jau6 sai3 dou3 tau4beng1ngak9
lit9. hng1, ni1 di10 gem2 ge3 set7wen4 tin1hei3, kok8 hae6
dae2 sei2 ge3! wa4 ha2! gem3 jit9, dek7 ling ge3, jit9 dek7
gem3 sae'lei6 m4 tsey4 zo2 gin6 lau10 dim2 hang4 dek7 ga3? dan6
hae6 mei5 zae3, deng2 zen2 lang5tsen1, dim2 syn3 ne10?
将 個 個 人 遮 到 密 嗮 ， 咁 樣 忍 話 系 巨 贏 ， 都 重 講 得 過 去 呃 ； 但 系
呀 ， 点 会 遮 得 冚 嗮 架 。 。 。 巨 正 話 想 到 呢 處 概 時 候 ， 果 然 個 個 人 已
經 將 個 都 紐 扣 番 好 嘞 。 北 風 涕 見 咁 嚊 ， 知 道 梗 系 輸 多 贏 少 概 啦
巨 紙 有 搏 命 咁 猛 吹 囖 番 ， 點 知 道 巨 越 吹 得 猛 ， 個 個 人 越 將 個 件 大
樓 揽 得 實 的 ， 卒 之 ， 重 衰 。 揽 到 連 天 上 個 的 烏 雲 都 吹 散 嗮
添 。 咁 個 個 熱 頭 就 走 出 嚟 啦 ， 涕 見 個 個 人 仍 然 好 似 先 咁 著 住 個
件 樓 ， 而 且 有 咁 寶 揽 到 咁 寶 添 。 個 個 熱 頭 就 說 啰 番 ： 啐 ！ 原 來
個 個 人 重 未 除 巨 個 大 件 樓 鱉 ， 咁 點 算 得 系 你 贏 呀 ？ 我 講 畀 你 聽 啦 。
“ 吹 ” 系 冇 用 概 ， 系 要 出 真 功 夫 麗 先 至 得 架 嘛 ！ 巨 一 邊 講 ， 一 邊 有
咁 熱 麗 到 咁 熱
個 個 過 路 人 ， 系 個 心 裹 便 咁 念 嘞 ： 希 ！ 風 吹 熱 麗 真 系 乞 人 憎
嘞 ， 北 風 吹 起 嚟 ， 冷 到 人 手 腳 刺 ， 熱 頭 麗 起 嚟 ， 又 麗 到 頭 崩 額 裂
哼 ， 呢 都 什 麽 失 魂 天 氣 ， 確 絲 柢 死 概 ！ 哇 嘎 ！ 咁 熱 ， 得 了 概 ， 熱 得 咁
犀 利 ， 唔 除 咗 件 樓 點 行 得 架 ？ 但 系 - - - 咪 製 ， 等 陣 冷 親 ， 點 算 呢 ？
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hey1, sae2 met7 pa3 ne10! ngo5 jep9bin6 zung6 zoeka zy6
gei2 gin6 sam10 gak8 hei1, m4 Wui5 lang5tsen1 ge3. tsey4
zay6 tsey4 la1!
嘘 ， 使 乜 怕 呢 ！ 我 人 便 重 着 住 幾 件 衫 格 - - - 希 ， 唔 會 冷 親 嘎
除 就 除 喇
個 個 熱 頭 涕 見 咁 ， 當 然 高 興 到 極 喇 ， 倨 就 話 嘞 ： 嗱 ， 你 涕 嚇 go2 go3 jit9tau2 tae2gin3 gem2, dong1jin2 gou1hing3 dou3
geik9 la1, key5 zau6 wa6 lak8: na4, nei5 tae2 ha5 lak8. dou3嘞 。 到 底 我 嚦 過 你 喇 掛 ！ 而 家 你 贏 呀 ， 定 我 贏 嘞 ？ 北 風 畀 巨 翳 到
dae2 ngo5 leik7 gwo3 nei5 la3 gua3! ji4ga10 nei5 jeing4 a1,
有 氣 冇 定 抖 喇 ， 紙 有 好 悔 氣 咁 諎 。 得 嘞 ， 得 嘞 ！ 你 嚦 晒 嘞 ， 好 喇 ding6 ngo5 jeing Iak8? bek7fung1 bei2 key5 ai3 dou3 jau5
hei3mou5deing6tau2 lal, zit jau5 hou2 fui3 hei3 gem2 gong2:
rdek7lak8, dek7lak8! nei5 leik7 sai3 lak8, hou2 la3 gua3!
啩
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whether the ad is original or translated. Four ads, the
advertisers of which are Rolex (Exhibit 4), Volkswagon (Exhibit 5),
Clairol and Sunkist (Exhibits 6 and 7) are examples of Mandarin
copy. The style of the language can be considered as conventional
in that the prevailing and generally accepted form of writing is
used.
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戴 了 十 七 年 ． 的 勞 力 士 錶
一 仍 有 被 捕 的 可 能
一九七零年十一月十一日，羅拔 安穩地藏在錶殼內的，是準確可











發的“計時器”証書，勞力士卻佔士站了。 錶 ， 編 號
前在聖路易的積家錶行購得。‘’“海關人員問我報關總額是多少？ 了近半數。
由於技術的精湛，製作的認真，如果閣下戴的手錶也是勞力士，我說總共二百．四十元，他馬上指
著我的手腕說：不過，手上的錶 則芬卻先生的事件不要忘記。同 芬卻先生的舊勞 力士錶，仍被誤
為新錶，實在不足為奇。他恐怕沒有填報吧？我坦率地講， 樣的遭遇可能再會發生在你身上
。因為精雕細琢的勞力士鈸，永 賽 車 好 手 積 奇 史 超 域手錶已經足足戴了十七年，何以
航 海 家 卻 芝 士 特 爵 士還要報稅？何況這個錶是在美國 遠是歷久如新的。
(Sir Francis Chichester)本土購買的。他卻說手錶看來很 製造一個勞力士錶費暱斗年，從
新的，要我 除下給他看， 我也只 險家夏朗泰齊失(HarounTazziof)整 塊 的 醫 療 手 術 用 的 不 誘 鋼 或
黃金，經過一百六十二重繁好從命。於是他開始仔細檢查。 等，與全球各地無數的勞力士錶
籬有者一樣，為佩戴世界上最佳我向他指 出，金錶帶的扣 鏈，節 廈的手續，才雕琢成為一個完整
節有些鬆弛，証明經已使用了很 嫵縫 的 蠔式 錶 克。 上 鍊的 部份 是 的手錶而感到滿懇，感到光榮！
久，新鋒帶的扣鏈，絕無鬆離的 勞力士註冊專利的雙重鎖牙錶的。 與製造勞力士錶 的技師們所獲得
的光榮，可以說是不相伯仲。變重鎖牙猶如潛艇的艙門，用螺可能。經過我費盡唇舌，他告訴
我 如 果 要 避 免 這 種 麻 煩 ， 最 好 還 絲牙 使 錶克 與 錶的 緊 密連 接 成為
是在離開美 國時向海關當局 提出 責心的栓，既不入水，連塵埃也
難侵入。（其他牌子的手錶，最大証明。我說下次一定照辦，這纔
過了關。” 勞 力 士 錶 的弱點是在上鍊的部份，請予比較!
擁 有 者 與 製 造 者
同 感 無 上 光 榮
ROLEX
弓 夢 力 士
左圓：勞力士黃金斤曆錶，備有全鋼
日曆鍊及錶帶。
勞 力 士 （ 香 港 ） 有 限 公 司 及 服 務 部 ：









1 9 7 2 年 新 福 士
外 型 看 來 ， 似 乎 沒 有 改 變
其 實 內 裹 不 斷 改 良 ， 更 求 精 進 ．
及車廂內部，提高汽車性能，使福士 1 3 0 0 隨福士 1 3 0 0 是以舒適方便，性能可靠，以及經濟 著 時 代 進 步 。耐 用 而 名 聞 世 界 。
祇需仔細觀察，便能 IR現， 7 2 年福士的新改 A今 年 福士 車廠 的專 家 又 A ft 下 1 項新 E l 良的 紀
即 電 捷 成 洋 行 汽 車 部 ， 安 排 試 車 ， 便 能 領 略錄，使福士1 3 0 0 精益求精，更舒適，更可靠，更
福士1 3 0 0經濟。由 於 福 士 外 型 獨 特 ， ’ 無 需 花 費 時 間 作 無 所 謂 優越的表現．
VW 1 3 0 0的 更 以 ； 最 處 要 的 還 是 織 研 以 孱 機 件 、 儀 器 、
捷 方 洋 行 汽 車 汽 單 部E xhibit5
北角英皇道7 3 4 號: H6 1 4 1 6 1 ／九龍柯士甸路2 5 號電話：K- 6 7 9 0 6 1 ／九龍長沙真道9 2 4 號電話: K- 7 1 4 3 1 1







用 佳 麗 露 皇 冠 牌
染 髪 液 髪 ， 色 澤 自 然 ，















然 髪 色 染 髪 品
新 奇 士
每 人 心 中 的 阳 光
xhibit 7
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Cantonese copy was rarely used about a decade ago but it
is now more often used. A rough estimate by counting the number
of ads in a certain day's major Chinese newspaper has shown that
about 20/0 of the Chinese ads are in Cantonese. The style of the
language can be considered as'avantgarde. Some people are not
accustomed to reading those Cantonese lines as in Ricoh and
Frigidaire ads (Exhibits 8 and 9) but these are true representations
of their everyday speech.
Lucky Strike, Viceroy and Kent cigarettes (Exhibits 10, 11
and 12) also have their ads written in the true representation
of the daily speech. They have the same wrodings used in broadcast,
T.V. and print media. Few other advertisers, besides Lucky Strike,
Viceroy and Kent cigarettes use this strategy.
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一 日 個 另 唧 ！ 就 有 個 天 下 第 一 慨 北 極 牌 雪 柜 ． 人 人 都 知 美 國 第 一 大 廠 曉
北極牌雪拒，品質高超，機件可靠，重有多種款式，
各種顏色，適合大小家庭，重可分期付欽。
如果 用舊機 換新機 ，計起上 嘐，就 連個另
都 唔使 ，人 人 都買 得起 ． 請到 香港 告 羅士 打行
美而 北 極 公 司 陳 列室 參 觀 選 購 啦 ．







簽 租 約 ？
咪 住 先
系 麗 確 至 好 制
RicoH
何 必 供 死 會 咁 長 期
交 租 呢 ？ 買 麗 確 影 印
機 真 系 話 咁 容 易 。 現 金
或 分 期 悉 隨 尊 義 。 卑 個
電 話 我 地 就 乜 都 高 掂 晒 嘞
冇 介 紹 錯 架 ， 影 印 機 邊 種
夠 麗 確 咁 威 丫 ！
電 話 ： H245151
太 平 洋 行 商 業 機 器 部




一 日 個 另 唧
食 長 好 彩
口 口 長 好 彩
長 好 彩
好 味 香 醇
人 人 愛







新 鮮 運 到
有 包 總 督





總 督 編 變 迎 合 嘲 流 總 督 由 頭 到 尾 都 咁 好 味
無 論 喺 美 國 或 者 任 何 地 方 幾 時 都 咁 好 味
Exhibit 11




THE FAMOUS MICRONITE FILTER
唔 出 奇 呀 ！ 當 你 試 過 健 牌 溉 好 煙 味
新 鮮 由 美 國 運 到Exhibit 12 R-16
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There is very little copy written in wenyen today. The amount
of wenyen copy is far smaller than that of Cantonese ads. An
example here is the SAAB ad (Exhibit 13)
41
SAAB 紳 寶瑞 典 名 車 年 隆 重 介 紹
最 豪 華 舒 適 之 跑 車 型 房 車
一 九 七 三 三 年 增 加 很 豪 華 之 跑 車 型 房
外 型 雄 潭 ， 氣 派 貴 族 ,
具 備 精 密 電 腦 控 制 噴 射 化 油 系 統
鋁 合 金 車 輪 ， 四 輪 碟 型 掣 動 系 統 ，
自 動 調 節 溫 刀 壯 駕 駛 座 椅 ， 轉 數 錶 ，
待 鐘 ， 皮 跑 車 舷 盤 及 頭 枕 等 高 級 跑
車 設 備 。
紳 寶 傑 出 之 堅 固 車 無 結 構 ， 尤 以 獨
特 發 明 安 全 防 擔 泵 把 為 著 及 寬 敞 之
絲 絨 座 椅 被 譽 為 最 安 全 舒 適 之 豪 華
欧 陸 名 車 。
em5 配 有 四 前 速 跑 車 型 波 箱
ea2
配 有 三 前 速 自 動 波 箱
防 撞 安 全 泵 把
《 二 月 十 一 曰 至 十 七 曰 展 出 於 中 環 懂 生 銀 行 大 夏 商 場 ）










Sometimes copywriters are clever enough to choose
vocabularies and phrases common to both Mandarin and Cantonese
so that an ambiguous style is suggested. The difference in
effectiveness of both languages can perhaps be disregarded.
It also implies that the difference in effectiveness is unknown.
The headline of Metz (Exhibit 14) and the subheadline (this is
part of the large size ad) of the R.T.V. ad (Exhibit 15) are
such examples. Both, however, are more Mandarin as their bodies







德 国 美 斯 牌 彩 色 电 视 特 别 精 彩 ， 不 过
美 斯 牌 黑 白 亦 不 逊 色 備 有 原 子 粒 接 收 器
按 鈕 自 動 選 苔 新 穎 揚 聲 器 設 計 及 項 目
顯 像 管 ， 並 配 有 彩 色 漏 隔 器 ， 使 七 彩 電 視 片
清 晰 地 再 螢 光 幕 上 出 現 ， 黑 白 分 明
美 斯 牌 黑 白 電 視 機 有 SAMOA
HAITI,SANTOS 及 ELBA 各 款
可 收 映 有 線 及 無 線 電 視 ， 並 有 20 時 至 24時
方 角 螢 光 以 供 選 擇 ， 請 即 到 各 大 電 器 行
參 觀
擄 成 洋 行
Exhibit 14
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圣 日 服 務 ， 快 捷 益 當 ， 坼 換 零 件 ， 完 全 免 費
由 麗 的 負 責 保 養 的 電 視 機 需 要 通 知 即 可 在 廿 四 小 時 內 派 專 人 請 即 向 麗 的 陳 歹 室 洽 商
檢 修 時 麗 的 即 派 專 人 到 府 修 理 到 達 府 上 芳 電 視 機 必 須 取 回 修 香 港
妥 當 拆 換 零 件 完 全 免 費 至 昂 理 即 免 費 借 用 一 架 直
貴 如 顯 像 管 亦 不 收 分 文 。 至 原 有 電 視 機 修 妥 送
麗 的 特 備 流 動 服 務 車 配 齊 麗 的 回 為 禹 以 免 影 晌 閣 下
麗 都 呼 聲
致 力 娛 樂 ， 盡 心 服 務
欣 賞 電 視 節 目各 型 雹 視 機 零 住 用 戶 祗 須 電 話
Exhibit 15
H-722211 九 龍 K-844119
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Combined forms are also used such as in the National
washing machine ad (Exhibit 16). The headline is in perfect
Cantonese while the body and subheadline is in Mandarin.
The Singer refrigerator ad (Exhibit 17) also has a pure
Cantonese headline but the body is in Cantonized Mandarin.
A striking example is another Ricoh ad (Exhibit 18).
Contrasting with the former which is completely in Cantonese,
this is totally in Mandarin, although they are not a translation
of each other. The two ads appeared interchangeably at one month
intervals last near.
As shown in the above examples, we have no idea whether
the choice of either language or the combination of them would
be more effective. It is hoped that the results of this study









如 果 呢 水 游 买 断 市
唯 有 请 再 等 下 一 水 ！
完 全 出 乎 意 料 之 外 ， 乐 声 牌 最 新 上 市 都 小 白
免 全 自 动 洗 衣 机 销 量 奇 佳 ， 每 次 到 货 都 被 抢
购 一 空 ， 而 且 根 本 供 不 应 求 ， 县 新 货 刚 刚 运
到，如果阁下稍做迟疑，可能又买断市乐，果
真 如 此 ， 唯 有 请 再 等 待 下 次 到 货
乐 声 牌 小 白 兔 全 自 动 洗 衣 机 只 须 一 次 过 扭 动
时 间 制 极 可 自 动 入 水 ， 洗 衣 ， 过 水 ， 去 水
及 干衣服完全无需再去理会 ，即日起到二月
底 止 ， 凡 购 买 乐 声 牌 任 何 型 号 小 白 兔 洗 衣
机更可获赠新出“宝丝”洗衣粉。用乐声牌系
衣 机 ， 配 合 “ 宝 丝 ” 洗 粉 ， 保 证 洗 衣 更 洁
白
乐 声 牌 出 品 确 高 人 一 等
乐 声 牌





幾 熱 都 晤 怕
安 裝 勝 家 冷 氣 機 後 ， 室 外 溫 度
如 不 超 過 攝 氏 三 十 度 * ， 不 必 付 款
有 勝 家 冷 氣 機 ， 幾 熱 都 唔 怕 ！ 而 且 現 在 安
裝 勝 家 冷 氣 機 ， 可 以 待 至 四 五 月 間 ， 在 攝
氏 三 十 度 * 以 上 炎 熱 氣 溫 下 ， 驗 明 其 優 越 性
能 後 ， 始 須 付 款 （ 一 次 次 過 或 分 期 ） 。 ， ．
美 國 勝 家 冷 氣 機 ， 不 但 寧 靜 夠 凍 ， 外 型 美
觀 ， 更 有 勝 家 優 良 服 務 ， 免 費 安 裝 ， 並 負
責 長 期 保 養 。 在 炎 夏 未 到 之 前 ， 趁 早 安 裝
勝 家 冷 氣 機 ， 不 須 先 付 分 文 。 請 向 各 勝 家
分 公 司 洽 詢 。
腾 家 *
* 以 本 港 天 文 台 正 式 報 告 為 準 * 勝 家 公 司 注 册 商 标
TWO
Exhibit 17
48想 影 印 副 本
清 楚 玲 瓏
一 定 要 用 麗 確
RicoH
集 合 清 晰 ， 快 捷 ， 經 濟 各 項 優 點 於 一 身
都 影 印 機 ， 柢 有 麗 確 。 麗 確 影 印 機 能 在
數 秒 鐘 內 影 出 任 何 物 件 都 副 本 ， 包 括 書
籍 都 內 頁 及 各 種 立 體 都 東 西 ， 麗 確 都 副
本 清 楚 玲 瓏 ， 費 用 低 廉 ， 而 且 ， 太 平 洋
行 商 業 機 器 部 給 你 兩 年 不 加 價 都 保 證 。
在 此 期 間 ， 你 都 影 印 成 本 一 點 不 受 物 價





太 平 洋 行 商 業 機 器 部
香 港 壓 上 大 夏 1002 寶
Exhibit 18
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The Differnece Between Cantonese & Mandarin and Operational Definition
Cantonese and Mandarin differ from each other in three aspects,
viz., pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary. 31
1. The pronunciation of "I, you, he" in Cantonese is (ngo,
nei, ta) and in Mandarin (wo, ni, ta).
2. Grammatically a Mandarin speaker says, "I give you
money" (wo gei ni ch' ien) while a Cantonese speaker says, "I
give money you." (ngo bei chin nei).
3. When a Cantonese speaker asks: "Has ne comer?" he says,
Keiu lei jo mei?" his Mandarin counterpart says, "Ta lai le mei
yu?" The two speakers are using completely different vocabularies.
According to rough estimation, the difference between the
two dialects in pronunciation is more than 90%, in vocabulary
30 to 50% and in grammar less than 10%. A short phrase or sentence
can be identical to both languages grammatically and vocabularily
32
such as "I have been there"
31The examples are taken from Kiu, yin-non, op. cit., p.2.
32For further analysis, please refer Samuel Cheung, Studies
on Cantonese as spoken in Hong Kong. (The Chinese University of
Hong Kong: 1972)
( 我 去 過 )
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Operationally, Mandarin is defined as the language used
in formal written communication in Hong Kong. It differs only
slightly from the Peking dialect.
Cantonese is defined as the vernacular of the Cantonese
people used in everyday conversation in Hong Kong. When it is
written it refers to the written reproduction of the spoken
form.
THE CANTONESE-MANDARIN MODEL
Summarizing the literature review and conceptual
settings, a Cantonese-Mandarin model can be developed. The
model shows the different characteristics between the two
written forms in the flow of written communication. An
assumption is made that the subject recalls and interprets






















RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHOD OF GATHERING DATA
OBJECTIVE
The objective of the research design was to test the two
hypotheses stated and discussed in Chapter One. Intervening
variables had to be controlled so that recall differential and
image differential of the two types of copy could be measured.
DEFINITION OF THE POPULATION
The target population was defined as a sub-population of
the population of Hong Kong. This sub-population was defined
by two characteristics:
(1) the usual language33 of the elements should be
Cantonese.
(2) the educational level of the elements should upper
primary or above.
The size of the population was 1,616,470 (See Exhibit 20) The
target population is represented by the shaded area in the
following diagram.
33Hong Kong Population and Housing Census, 1971 Basic
Tables, (Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong.) p.6.
Usual language is defined as the language claimed by the person








Randomized blocks with matched-pair design was used in
this study.34 Educational level, age and sex were considered
to have the greatest influence on the recall differential.
The assumption was that the higher a subject's educational
level, the more easily can he/she understand and absorb the
meaning of the copy and greater discrimination would be shown
toward the different dialects used in copy. Age should correlate
positively with a subject's habit of reading and prejudice toward
dialects.
Education was divided into three levels: upper-primary
to lower secondary, higher secondary, and post-secondary,
34Kenneth P. Uhl and Bertram Schoner, Marketing Research,
(Taiwan Reprint: 1969) p.190 and po195
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university or above.35 Age was divided into three groups: 5- 24,
25- 44, and 45 and above. Taking sex into account, there were
3 x 3 x 2= 18 blocks.
The target population was classified with respect to these
blocks 36 which are presented as follows:
upper primary- upperAge post-secondary
university abovesecondarylower secondarybroad
FMFMFMgroup
15,136 9,82598,527 83,268375,373 354,4455-24
27,246 12,34937,315 39,922182,362 114,02125-44
4,96718,16473,791 14,45547,46645 over 107,820
60,546 27,141[665,555 515,932 209,633 137,663TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL: 1,616,470
Exhibit 21 Cantonese Speaker x Education
level x Sex x Age/
35 The educational levels were defined by the limits:
Upper primary-Lower secondary: Primary V to Form III in
English or Anglo-Chinese schools or pre-vocational or
pre-apprenticeship courses, or Middle III in Chinese
schools or pre-vocational or pre-apprenticeship courses,
in the Hong Kong school system
Higher secondary: Form IV- Form VI in English or Anglo-
Chinese schools, or Middle IV- VI in Chinese schools
or craft courses or vocational training courses
Post-secondary: includes College of Education certificate
courses. Technical College diploma and certificate
courses, and other Post Secondary College diploma courses.
Also see Census 1971. op. cit., p.10
36This is a difficult job in Hong Kong due to the
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A workable sample was calculated by percentage from the
above table:









Exhibit 22 Workable Sample
In the experiment, two matched groups (Group I and Group II)
equivalent to the workable sample were used. Group I was tested with
Cantonese copy and Group II with Mandarin copy. In this case, the
influence of education, age and sex is the same in both groups.
The variability of pair differences was expected to be smaller
than the variability of subject scores.
Selection bias was avoided by assigning one member of each
pair at random to Group I or Group II and then putting the
remaining member in the other group. Differences in memory
incompleteness of population cross tabulations. With the
help of Mr. Michael Tse of the Statistics Department of
Hong Kong, the writer was able to obtain a cross tabulation
of population by usual language (Cantonese) by education level, and
by sex. Age was unfortunately not included. It was thus
estimated on the basis of Table 5 of the 1971 Census, op. cit.,
D.11
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ability, in involvement with the product or service being
advertised and/or the advertisement of product or service, and
in the emotional states were controlled by random selection.
When the physical attributes and the testing procedures were




exposed to subjectsexposed to subjects
and tested.and tested.
Recall rating: RPl
Recall rating: R C1
The experimental effect, that is the recall differential RL
is given by the equation
which is equal to the sum of intrapair deviation.
Product image depends heavily on the self-image of a
subject. Pairing in the above method was not able to control
this variable. The randomized blocks with matched-pair design
was therefore extended to a cross-over design. Two treatments
(Test I and Test II) were assigned to the same test unit in
Group I while the treatments were assigned reversely to the
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exposed to subjectsexposed to subjects
Test I and tested.and tested.
Image rating IPi
Image rating IC l
Same Cantonese copySame Mandarin copy
as in Group I,as in Group II,
Test I, exposed toTest I. exposed to
Test II subjects and testedsubjects and tested
in same manner.in same manner.
Image rating IC2Image rating IP2
In this design the effect of self image could be controlled
as the same subject was given two different treatments. Carry-
over effect was minimized through questionnaire design and finally
eliminated through the method of analysis.
The image differential ILl, for Group I is given by,
where E is the carry-over effect. Similarly, the image differential
IL2, of Group II is given by,
assuming that E is the same in both cases. The last statement
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is justified by random selection in matching. The net image
differential, I, therefore is given by,
DESIGN OF ADS 37
Five dummy ads in written Cantonese were designed for five
products and/or services (Appendix 1):
1. Product and service of "Sun Nin" (New Year) Chinese
Restaurant.
2. Pay-by-installment promotion of Kar Bo (Home
treasure) refrigerator.
3. Fete Beer. Franch made.
4. A grand prize game campaign jointly sponsored by Tai
Sing Co. and Chiu's Motion Pictures Company.
5. See Fook (Fortune to see) T.V. set.
The product names were disguised so as to minimize the subjects'
product involvement. Five additional ads were designed in
written Mandarin (Appendix 2). These ads duplicated the former
five in all respects except in grammar and vocabulary which
pertained to the two dialects,
37The writer is grateful to Miss Lam Lin-sin of the
Chinese Department, Chung Chi College, for her help in
the design of the ads.
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35 questions (No. 1- No. 35) were designed. (Appendix 3)
The questions were designed to test a subject's recall and his
product image after viewing the above designed ads. Thirty of
the questions dealt with recall and five with product image.
The questions were pre-recorded on tape. In the test, the subjects
were given answer sheets which had answers corresponding to the
questions. The subject checked answers after listening to the
tape. The multiple choice answers on the sheets were so designed
that neither the style of Cantonese nor that of Mandarin was
suggested. No hints were given to bias the process of answering
questions. An example of one of the 30 recall questions is:
What is the brand name of theNo. 6Question from
television set advertised?Tape Recorder:
(1) Eye FolkNo. 6Multiple Choice





An example of the 5 image question is:
What class of product do you thinkNo. 31Question from
the T.V. set advertised is?Tape Recorder:
(1) High classNo. 31Multiple Choice
(2) Middle high classAnswers on the
(3) Middle classSheet:




The same tape and answer sheets were used for Group I and
Group II in Test I. Only the 5 image questions were asked and
invited to answer in Test II, which follows immediately after
Test I. As shown in the above example (No. 31) the content of
the image question was designed to be easily comprehensible
such that when the subject rated a product or service, the
rating was not affected by the knowledge of the product but
by his attitude after viewing the ads. This also meant that
the carry-over effect added to the second test would not be
important if the image questions did not require much memory
effort.
TEST PROCEDURE
The interviewer visited the subject or subjects at a
convenient place. No interference occured during the test
which lasted about fifteen minutes. The subject was given
a pencil, a set of 5 Cantonese ads- 35 Multiple Choice Answer
Sheets.- 5 Mandarin Ads- 5 Multiple Choice Answer Sheets.
The sets were appropriately covered. The researcher then turned
on the tape recorder and all instructions were given as
follows:
Thank you for your co-operation. The purpose of this test
is to measure the effectiveness of advertisements. You will be
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exposed to two sets of advertisements and then you will be
asked questions concerning the ads afterwards. Each ad will be
exposed for 20 seconds. Now please turn to page (ad No. 1 of lst
set)..... (20 sec.)..... Please turn to page 2 (ad No. 2).....
etc. (ad No. 5)..... Please turn to page 6...... This is a form
which states that you do not need to write your name. Check the
appropriate box of your age, education and sex on.this page.
Now please turn to page 7. Answer my questions by checking the
one you think most appropriate on the answer sheets. Question
No. 1..... No. 2..... etc...... No. 36 This is the end
of the first part of the test. Now you are going to view the
second set of ads. Each ad will be exposed for 15 sec. Please
turn to page 12 (ad No. 1 of 2nd set)..... etc...... (ad
No. 5) .o... Now please answer five more questionsby checking
the one you think most appropriate. Question No. 1..... etc.
..... Question No. 5..... This is the end of the test. Thank
you.
A shorter viewing time for the second set of ads was also
a means to minimize the carry-over effect.
PRETEST
Three females and.ten males were invited to take part in
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the pretest of the design from the following categories:
upper primary- post secondaryupperAge
university & abovelower secondary secondarybroad




Numbers without bracket represents the number of pretest
subjects who took part in Group I and with a bracket for
those in Group II. After the pretest, each subject was asked
to comment on the test and to recall the feeling of his taking
the test. Most of them recalled the ad of Fanta soft drink,
which was originally used, without effort due to their intensive
product involvement. Some found the recall questions for the
installment purchase of the refrigerator too complicated.
Corrections were made: Fanta soft drink was replaced by the
disguised Fete Beer and the installment questions were changed by
asking the number of characters in the headline. The results
of the pretest showed that the scores were within a reasonable
range which meant the questions were neither too easy nor too
difficult for the respondents. Field work was carried out in




The results were tabulated on Exhibits 23, 24, 26 and 27.
Exhibits 23 and 24 were recall results whereas the rest were
image results. Under each block (with index j), certain
calculations were made to facilitate analysis. The number of
subjects, n, varied slightly with the working sample calculated
in Chapter Three. This was for to two reasons. First, it was
difficult to reach the exact number of subjects, especially in
larger blocks, as designed. Second, one or two subjects were
added in the smaller blocks, especially in blocks No. 18 and
No. 36 which were of zero size, to improve accuracy within blocks
and avoid handling of missing data.
ANALYSIS OF RECALL RESULTS
Scores in blocks No. 1 to No. 18 were results obtained from
Group I with Cantonese copy and scores in blocks 19 to 36 were
those obtained from Group II with Mandarin copy.






























M F M F M F
53 50 57 47 57 60 43 60
60 47 47 47 63 60 33 60
53 67 53 53 33 53
67 57 60 43 50 53
57 50 63 47 37
57 60 50 50
50 67 53 47
77 60 57 63
1 5 3 4 5 6
16 (.0625) 16 (.0625) 5 (.2) 4 (.25) 2 (.5) 2 (.5)
9.32 8.37 2.40 2.26 76 1.20
5825 5231 48 565 38 6
5.4289 4.3785 1.152 1.2769 2.888 72
5.5270 4.4357 1.2176 1.2818 2938 72
47 47 30 63 40 43






7 8 9 10 11 12
8 (.125) 5(.2) 2 (.5) 2 (.5) 3 (.3333) 1 (1)
3.9 2.38 63 1.1 1.36 43
4875 476 315 55 4533 43
1.9012 1.1328 1984 605 6165 1849
2.1392 1.1816 1989 6178 6258 1849




13 14 15 16 17 18
4(.1666) 2(.5) 3 (.333) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1)
2.26 5 1.6 5 47 57
565 25 5333 5 47 57
1.2769 125 8533 25 2209 3249
1.4476 1258 8600 2500 2209 3249
UPPER PRIMARY- POST SECONDARYEduc UPPER SECONDARY UNIVERSITY ABOVELOWER SECONDARYs
e
x
M FAge M FF M
.63 .60 .40.50 .60 .43.50 .33
.43 .60 .53 .43 .33.60.47 .50
.53 .40 .53 .50 .43 .57
.57.60 .47 .43 .50 .635- 24
.57 .57 .63 .47 .60
.53 .70 .50 .60
.53 .43 .43 .70
.53.43 .73 .57
242319 20 21 22J
2(. 5)n (1/n) 16(. 0625) 16 (.0625) 2 (.5).4 (.2)-5- C.?)
8.55 .762.73 2.14 .93X 8.45
x/n .38-.465.546 .535.5343 .5281
.2888xL/n 4.5689 4.4626 1.4905 1.1449 .4324
2
1.1498 .25784.6021 1.5227 .46894.6759x









2927 28 3025 26
2 (.5) 3 (.3333) 1 (1)2 (.5)5 (.2)8 (.125)
1.30 1.10 1.473.03 .574.96
Exhibit .65 .55 .49 .57.606.5862
I 24
.845 .605 .72031.8361 .32493.0752
2.0027 .8458 .7298 .7307 .32493.0085





GEH31iz 32 3331 34 35 36
78 (8.23). 2 (.5)4 (.1666) 3. (.3333) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1)
1.42.23 l.372.4 .27 .5 .6
.559.4172 .6 .4566 .27 .5 .6
1.44 .605 2523.1481 .36.6256 .0729
1.4698 .617823.7448 .25 .366547
.0729
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Total sumcf squares, SST was given by
where x is the recall score of subject in block j and N the
total number of observations (156). Take it as 36 treatments,
the treatment sum of squares, SS treat, was given by
It follows that the error sum of squares 'SS, was givenerror
by
(3) sserror SST- sstreat
The degrees of freedom for SS error were N- 3b, for 55T,
N- 1 and SStreat, 36- 1. Hence the sensitivity of the
treatment was tested by F ratio:
treatment sum of squares/degree of freedomF=(4)




The results of calculation are shown in the first line of
Exhibit 25 and the F value was 1.899 showing that
(1)
(2)
Exhibit 25 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RECALL
F*MEANSUM OFDEGREE OF














1 .0047 .4311Sex .0047
1 .0009Education .0009 .0823
1 .0002 .0002 .0206




















1 .0069 .0069 .633Sex
1 .0404 .0404 3.7064Education







El: Upper primary- Lower secondaryC: Cantonese Copy
E2: Higher secondaryP: Mandarine copy
M: Male E3: Post secondary, university or above
F: Female Al: 5- 24
v: versus A2: 24- 44
A3: 45 over
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the treatment was significant at Probability= .01. The
intergroup effect (i.e. the experimental effect between Group
I and Group II) and the intragroup effect (i.e., the experimental
effect within either group) were detected by a general formula:
where SSZ was the contrast sum of squares, Z was the contrast
and D the denominator. The significance of the intergroup
and intragroup effects was then tested by F ratio such that
The contrast Z was defined by the following equation:
on condition that













In order to compare the overall recall differential
between Group I and Group II it was necessary to put
Equation (8) was satisfied since
Thus the overall intergroup contrast
The intuitive meaning of this equation is obvious. This
equation represents the difference between the total recall
score of each group. After computation, ZCvP was found
to be negative, showing that the recall score for Mandarin
copy was higher than for Cantonese copy (Exhibit 25). D
and SSZ were also derived and hence F which was found to
be 2.889, not significant at probability= .05 but significant
at probability= .10.
Hypothesis 1 was theretore rejected at U1 level. The
negative finding suggests that the recall for Mandarin copy
is stronger than that for Cantonese copy although the number
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of Cantonese advertisements has increased during recent years.
The rationale for this finding can be that habit of communication
from written Mandarin to spoken Cantonese is firm. Even though
written Cantonese is the written reporduction of the mother
tongue of the people, they are not used to this form of
communication. Habitual behaviour surpasses logic in this
case.
Based on this finding, some of the current ads are not
effective from the recall point of view.
Other intergroup contrasts were derived in the same manner
as equation (10). The intergroup difference of either sex was
found not significant (Exhibit 25) It was slightly significant
at the lower education subgroup: F= 2.7798, significant at
Probability= .10. The recall for Mandarin copy was higher
than that for Cantonese copy. This is probably due to the
comparative lower ability in the command of vocabulary in
this educational subgroup. As discussed in Chapter Two,
written Cantonese has a considerable amount of borrowed words
and created words which are not taught in school. Association
power is needed to link the meaning of the borrowed or created
words with that of the. original ones. This process of reading
Cantonese copy might be difficult for this educational
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subgroup. The other educational subgroups showed no significant
difference. Association ability can be assumed to increase with
education so that reading both types of copy does not make any
difference for higher education subgroups.
Intergroup difference was very significant at the middle
age subgroup the F ratio is 9.2752, significant at Probability
= .01. This subgroup showed a higher recall for Mandarin copy
than Cantonese copy. It is difficult to give any intuitive
meaning to this finding. Perhaps the communication pattern of
written Mandarin to spoken Cantonese has become more habitual
at this age while the youngers have not form ad such habit and
the older ones have gotten used to reading more vernacular
articles. Further research should be made to study the problem.
Intragroup Effects
As the blocks within each group were of unequal size the
above equation for Z could not be applied to form intragroup
contrasts. The contrast of sex, ZMvF, in Group I, for example,
was derived as follows:
Putting
and
Equation (9) is satisfied. Hence
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The intuitive meaning for this equation is that the mean
score of a block is considered. The Group I sex difference in recall
is compared by the mean block score values. Education and age
difference can be compared in the similar manner. There is
weakness, however, in this kind of analysis when the block size
is small. Sampling error can greatly affect the results when
the four one-subject blocks and the five two-subject blocks
of each group are taken into account. The intragroup findings
were also tabulated in Exhibit 25.
Within Group I, only the younger and the middle age
subgroups were found to show any significant difference. The
younger subgroup had a higher recall than the other.
It was the opposite within Group II. The middle age
subgroup had a significantly higher recall than the other two
age subgroups. The lower educational subgroup in Group II was
found to recall higher than the middle educational subgroup,
but there was no significant difference between the educational
subgroup in Group I.
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ANALYSIS OF PRODUCT IMAGE RESULTS
There were four set of raw results, viz., C, P, P', and




The results of C- P' and P- C' were first computed
numerically in the following way: Each subject of Group I
went through two tests, rating five products/services and
rating the same five products/services in Test II. The
average rating for the five products in Test I was compared
with that for the same products in Test II by minusing the
latter from the former numerically. Thus a C- P' score was
obtained for the subject. Similar computation was done for
each subject and the results were tabulated in Exhibits 26
and 27.
The average ratings were calculated only on the products
rated. Don't know answers were not taken into account.
For .example, if three of the five products in Test I were
rated as 3, 3, 4, by a subject, the average score was taken
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The results thus tabulated were able to be (Exhibit 28)
analysed in exactly the same way as were the recall results.
The treatment was found to be not significant and there
was no image difference between exposure to Cantonese and
Mandarin copy. Hence Hypothesis II can be accepted.
Intergroup effect was significant only at the higher
age subgroup. Older people have a higher image of products
advertised in Cantonese than in Mandarin.
Intragroup effect was also significant at the age
subgroups in Group I. Older people had a lower image of
products advertised in Mandarin than the other age subgroups.
Exhibit 28 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE- PRODUCT IMAGE
FSUM OF MEANDEGREE OFSOURCE OF














1Sex .0891 .0891 .1273
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The Cantonese people in Hong Kong speak Cantonese but
read and write in Mandarin. Cantonese can be written although
it has long been considered as informal and less correct.
But which kind of advertising copy the Cantonese
copy or the Mandarin copy does a Cantonese recall better?
Does the Cantonese copy impart a lower image to the product
or service advertised? To find answers to these questions
was the purpose of this study. The purpose of the study was
justified by the increasing use of Cantonese copy during
recent years and by the usual assertion in the advertising
literature more vernacular ads should be used.
It was found from this study that a Cantonese recalls
Mandarin copy better than Cantonese copy even though the
latter language is the direct reporduction of his mother tongue,
and that Cantonese copy does not impart a lower image to the
product or service advertised. It is hoped that these findings
will be useful to advertising men in their copy strategies.
However, the generalization of the findings is subjectAA
to certain limitations. First, the comparative small sample
of this study makes it difficult to produce very accurate
results. In order to take the total target population into
account, the randomized block design was used: but each block
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must be considerably larger to increase accuracy. Some of
the blocks which had one or two subjects were obviously not
large enough in this study. Intragroup findings, particularly,
are less reliable.
Second, headline and body of an ad were combined in
this study. Many of the current ads have a Cantonese headline
and a Mandarin copy. These ads might have different impacts
on consumers from the ones used in this test.
Third, only immediate recall was measured. The exposure
was forced and the circulation of ads unnatural. Nevertheless,
the comparative nature of this study should have reduced this
limitation to a large extent. On the other hand, the recall
score is only one of the factors of advertising effectiveness.
It should be considered alongside attention getting ability
and other attributes of an ad's overall effectiveness.
Fourth, a more ideal way to do the study would be to
measure the recall and image differentials for each of the
five products/services chosen and yet the analysis work would
have been five to ten times heavier which impossible under the
present contraints.
Finally, the insignificance of a large part of the study
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might have been due to sampling error mentioned above or due
to other residue factors not accounted for. In order to improve
the findings the sample as well as the number of demographic
blocks should be increased. Residual factors such as memory
ability and product involvement which might have greatly
affected the recall scores should be further partitioned
instead of accounting for random errors.
Notwithstanding these limitations, this study serves to
locate the problem and to test the feasibility of methodology.
Although intuitive meanings were not able to be given to some
of the findings, it is hoped that these results would stimulate
further studies on the topic.
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85Appendix l(a)
飲 茶 梗 係 要 去 新
年 大 茶 楼 嘞
奌 心 最 好 味 蝦 餃
燒 賣 敢 話 全 港 九
最 靚 我 認 第 二 冇
人 夠 胆 認 第 一
營 業 時 間 ： 朝 早 五 奌 至 到 深 夜 兩 奌
86Appendix 2(a)
飲 茶 一 定 要 去 新
年 大 茶 楼 了
奌 心 味 道 最 好 蝦
餃 燒 賣 可 以 說 是
全 港 九 最 好 我 認
第 二 沒 有 人 胆 敢
認 第 一
營 業 時 間 ： 早 上 五 時 至 深 夜 二 時
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English Translation of
Appendix la (or 2a)
If you want to yum cha (drink tea), you should
go to Sun Nin (New Year) Restaurant.
The dim sums (snack food) are delicious, Ha Kau
(shrimp cake) and siu mine (meat balls) are
claimed to be the best of Hong Kong and Kowloon.
If we say we are the second, no one dares to say
he is the first.
Service hours: 5 a.m. in the morning until
2 a.m. next morning
88Appendix lb
唔 　 使 　 俾 　 錢
家 寶 牌 雪 柜
免 費 認 用 一 個 月
唔 滿 意 退 番 □
滿 意 □ 話
再 用 多 一 個 星 期
先 至 計 分 期 付 款
89Appendix 2b
不 　 用 　 付 　 錢
家 寶 牌 雪 柜
免 費 試 用 一 個 月
不 滿 意 可 以 隨 時 退 回 來
要 是 滿 意 的
再 多 用 一 個 星 期
才 計 算 分 期 付 款
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English Translation of
Apendix lb (or 2b)
NO NEED TO PAY
Kar Bo (Home treasure) Refrigerator
Free trial for one month.
Return if not satisfied.
If satisfied
Use it for one more week.
Only then start to pay by installment.
91Appendix 1c
你 知 唔 知 發 達
有 □ 嘢 秘 訣 ？
就 係 …
夠 份 量 ： 大 支 過 普 通 啤 酒
用 料 正 ： 係 用 上 等 大 麥 同 埋 槐 花 製 造
好 味 道 ： 香 醇 兼 夾 解 渴
發 達 啤 酒 係 由 法 國 發 氏 父 子 公 司 製 造
92Aendix 2c
你 知 道 發 達 有
什 麼 秘 訣 嗎 ？
就 是 …
份 量 夠 ： 較 普 通 啤 酒 份 量 多
用 料 上 乘 ： 採 用 上 等 大 麥 和 埋 槐 花 製 造
味 道 好 ： 既 香 醇 兼 又 解 渴
發 達 啤 酒 是 由 法 國 發 氏 父 子 公 司 製 造
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English Translation of
Appendix lc (or 2c)
DO YOU KNOW THE SECRET OF FETE (getting rich)?
It is......
Large quanty: Larger than an ordinary beer.
High quality materials are used: made of
high grade malt and hops.
Good taste: Flavoured and quenches thirsty.
Fete Beer is manufactured by Fete Sons Co. France.
94Appendix ld
大 盛 公 司 同 埋 趙 氏
影 業 公 司 一 齊 舉 辦
五 千 蚊 係 你 □
巨 獎 遊 戲
只 要 你 即 刻 去 報 名
以 後 七 個 星 期 裡 便
次 次 參 加 呢 個 遊 戲
咁 你 就 會 得 倒 五 千 蚊 嘞
詳 細 辦 法 請 睇 今 日 星 島 日 報
95Appendix 2d
大 盛 公 司 和 趙 氏
影 業 公 司 聯 合 舉 辦
五 千 元 是 你 的
巨 獎 遊 戲
只 要 你 立 刻 去 報 名
以 後 七 個 星 期 裏 面
每 次 參 加 這 個 遊 戲
你 就 可 以 得 倒 五 千 塊 錢
詳 細 辦 法 請 看 今 天 星 島 日 報
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English Translation of
Appendix ld (or 2d)
Tai Shing Company Chiu's Motion Pictures
Co. are sponsoring
FIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR YOURS
Grand Prize Game
Only that you enroll immediately
and join the game every time
during the next seven weeks
you will get five thousand dollar.
For detailed information, please read today's
Sing Tao Yat Po.
97Appendix 1e
視 福 牌 電 視 機
畫 面 清 到 冇 得 彈
彩 色 夠 晒 鮮 艷
黑 白 認 真 分 明
總 代 理 ： 福 祿 洋 行
Appendix 2e
視 福 牌 電 視 機
畫 面 萬 二 分 清 晰
彩 色 很 鮮 艷
黑 白 非 常 分 明
總 代 理 ： 福 祿 洋 行
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English Translation of
Appendix le (or 2e)
See Fok (fortune to see) T.V.
Screen is sharp beyond doubt
Colour is really brilliant
Black and white is very clear
Sole agent: Folk Look (Fortune rich) Co.






小 五 - 中 三
中 四 - 中 六






















English Translation of Appendix 3a
1. Please do not write your name





Primary 5- Form 34. Education:

















三 个 星 期
五 个 星 期
七 个 星 期
其 他
忘 记


















生 力 啤 酒
嘉 士 帕 啤 酒
蓝 妹 啤 酒






































































































永 威 公 司 赵 氏 影 业 公 司
永 威 公 司 邓 氏 影 业 公 司
大 盛 公 司 赵 氏 影 业 公 司
大 威 公 司 邓 氏 影 业 公 司
其 他
忘 记
华 侨 日 报





上 等 公 司
中 上 等 公 司
中 等 公 司
中 下 等 公 司
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香 醇 。 解 渴
多 气 。 解 渴
香 醇 。 醒 胃




















































































小 麦 ， 茶 花
大 麦 ， 茶 花
小 麦 ， 槐 花





















上 等 茶 楼
中 上 等 茶 楼
中 等 茶 楼
中 下 等 茶 楼




普 通 啤 酒 一 样



































































百 貨 公 司
時 裝 公 司
影 業 公 司
製 片 公 司
其 他
忘 記
福 綠 洋 行
家 寶 洋 行
眼 福 洋 行























English Translation of Appendix 3b
(with Queotions)







2. What is the best of Sun N in Restaurant?













4. In the Kar Bo ad, there is a line of very large words at the





















7. Which brand of beer is Fete Beer related to?
(1) San Miguel Beer
(2) Carlsberg Beer
(3) Blue Girl Beer
(4) Tsing Tao Beer
(5) Other
(6) Forgot
8. The two lines at the top of the Fete Beer ad are composed
of comparatively larger words. How many words are there







g. What class of beer do you rank Fete Beer?
(1) high class
(2) middle high class
(3) middle class
(4) middle low class
(5) low class
(6) don't know
10. When does Sun N in Restaurant close?
(1) late. (deep night) 12.00
(2) late (deep night) 1.00 a.m.
(3) late (deep night) 2.00 a.m.
(4) late (deep night) 3.00 a.m.
(5) Other
(6) Forgot
11. In the Kar Bo ad, there is a line of very large words at







12. If you want to enrol for the Grand Prize Game, which
newspaper should you read?
(1) Wah Kiu Yat po









(4) dish washing machine
(5) other
(6) forgot
14. What does Kar Bo say about its screen?
(1) screen is sharp
(2) screen is large
(3) screen is broad
(4) screen is deep
(5) other
(6) forgot
15. What are the names of the two companies sponsoring the
Grand Prize Game?
(1) Wing'Sing Co.+ Chiu's Motion Pictures Co.
(2) Wing Sing Co.+ Tang's Motion Pictures Co.
(3) Tai Sing Co.+ Chiu's Motion Pictures Co.
(4) Tai Sing Co.+ Tang's Motion Pictures Co.
(5) Other
(6) forgot
16. What class of companies do you rank the two companies
that sponsor the Grand Prize Game?
(1) high class
(2) middle high class
(3) middle class
(4) middle low class
(5) low class
(6) don't know
17. What actually is the secret of Fete (getting rich) as
said in one of the ads?
(1) buying and selling stocks
(2) buying and selling real estate
(3) deposit money in bank
(4) buying raffle tickets
(5) other
(6) forgot
18. There are two lines at the top of the Sun Nin Restaurant
ad. Which of the following words are among these lines?
(1) best
(2) should
(3) siu yae (night snack)
(4) Hong Kong, Kowloon
(5) other
(6) forgot
19. How does Fete Beer taste?
(1) flavoured. quench thirst












21. When shall you enrol if you want to join the Grand Prize
Game?






22. There is a line of comparative larger words at the top of














24. There is a line of comparatively larger words at the middle
of the Grand Price Game ad. Which of the following words







25. What good point.s does the T.V. ad say about the colour














27. What do we want to do should we then go to Sun N in Restaurant?
(1) yum cha (drink tea)
(2) have dinner




28. What is the probable rank of Sun Nin Restaurant?
(1) high class
(2) middle high class
(3) middle class
(4) middle low class
(5) low class
(6) don't know















31. What class of product do you rank the T.V. set?
(1) high class
(2) middle high class
(3) middle class
(4) middle low class
(5) low class
(6) don't know
32. What is the quantity of Fete Beer?
(1) king size
(2) two glasses
(3) same as ordinary beer
(4) larger than ordinary beer.
(5) other
(6) forgot
33. Which of the following is Sun N in Restaurant's best of
Hong Kong and Kowloon?
(1) roasted pork rice





34. What kind of company is Tai Sing Co.?
(1) department store
(2) f ashion company
(3) movie company
(4) f ilm making company
(5) other
(6) forgot
35. Which is the sole agent of the T.V. set?
(1) Fok Look Co.
(2) Kar Bo Co.
(3) Eye Fok Co.
















上 等 公 司
中 上 等 公 司
中 等 公 司
中 下 等 公 司





上 等 茶 楼
中 上 等 茶 楼
中 等 茶 楼
中 下 等 茶 楼









































English Translation of Appendix 3c
1. What class of beer do you rank Fete Beer?
(1) high class
(2) middle high class
(3) middle class
(4) middle low class
(5) low class
(6) don't know
2. What class of companies do you rank the two companies that
sponsor the Grand Prize Game?
(1) high class
(2) middle high class
(3) middle class
(4) middle low class
(5) low class
(6) don't know







4. What is the probable rank of Sun Nin Restaurant?
(1) high class
(2) middle high class
(3) middle class
(4) middle low class
(5) low class
(6) don't know
5. What class of product do you rank the T.V. set?
(1) high class
(2) middle high class
(3) middle class
(4) middle low class
(5) low class
(6) don't know
7內 各 組 之 間 □ 變 異 分 析 後 的 結 果 ， 卻 未 能 作 出 較 確 切 的 解
釋 ， 希 望 这 些 問 題 ， 能 夠 引 起 各 方 面 的 興 趣 ， □ 事 更 進 一
步 的 研 究 。
6結 果 ， 其 中 理 由 可 能 是 廣 東 人 已 經 習 慣 了 從 白 話 文 到 廣 東
話 的 傳 達 方 法 。 雖 然 廣 東 話 文 字 是 廣 東 人 母 語 的 □ 製 ， 但
傳 達 習 慣 則 不 及 前 者 深 刻 。 實 驗 同 時 指 出 廣 東 話 文 字 廣 告
对 於 產 品 形 象 毫 無 影 響 。 其 中 理 由 可 能 是 □ 東 人 並 不 重 視
□ 告 文 字 的 等 級 ， 而 着 重 文 字 傳 達 的 內 容 。
至 於 實 驗 結 果 能 否 普 遍 化 ， 則 尚 有 若 干 限 制 ， 其 中 □
樣 本 太 小 ， 不 自 然 的 展 示 廣 告 環 境 ， 非 正 式 的 廣 告 內 容 以
及 太 短 暫 的 回 憶 時 間 等 。 雖 然 有 以 上 限 制 ， 但 本 研 究 指 出
了 問 題 所 在 以 及 試 驗 方 法 的 可 能 性 。 前 述 實 驗 的 結 果 ， 是
兩 樣 本 比 較 的 結 果 ， 作 者 已 作 了 推 理 的 解 釋 。 但 对 於 樣 本
5假 設 二 ： 廣 東 話 文 字 □ 告 对 產 品 形 象 沒 有 影 響 。
研 究 的 方 法 係 用 隨 機 分 組 对 稱 設 計 。 先 根 椐 对 象 母 体
的 比 例 計 算 了 一 個 可 行 的 理 論 樣 本 ， 理 論 樣 本 分 三 個 基 本
變 数 ： 一 、 教 育 程 度 ， 二 、 年 齡 ， 三 、 性 別 。 教 育 程 度 與
年 齡 各 再 分 三 組 ， 性 別 分 兩 組 ， 於 是 理 論 樣 本 共 有 十 八 組
。 然 後 根 椐 理 理 論 樣 本 隨 機 分 成 兩 個 对 稱 實 驗 樣 本 ， 其 中
一 個 測 驗 樣 本 中 人 物 对 白 話 文 廣 告 的 反 應 ， 另 一 個 測 驗 樣
本 中 人 物 对 廣 東 話 文 字 □ 告 的 反 應 ， 所 得 結 果 再 加 以 變 異
分 析 。
實 驗 指 出 廣 東 人 記 憶 白 話 文 廣 告 較 深 刻 。 這 是 一 個 負
4則 未 見 有 正 式 研 究 報 告 。 而 比 較 兩 種 文 字 对 顧 客 所 引 起 的
不 同 回 憶 反 應 ， 則 是 本 文 作 者 要 研 究 的 第 一 個 問 題 。
書 寫 的 廣 東 話 地 位 一 向 不 □ ， 因 為 白 話 文 是 國 語
， 是 公 認 正 確 的 書 寫 文 字 ， 書 寫 的 廣 東 話 則 公 認 為 不
大 正 確 ， 公 認 為 粗 俗 。 因 此 ， 若 以 書 寫 的 廣 東 話 作 □ 告 ，
則 可 能 对 產 品 形 象 有 影 響 ， 此 則 是 作 者 所 要 研 究 的 第 二 個
問 題 。
為 了 便 利 研 究 的 進 行 ， 作 者 首 先 作 了 兩 個 假 設 。
假 設 一 ： 一 個 □ 東 人 对 於 廣 東 話 文 字 廣 告 與 白 話 文 廣
告 的 回 憶 反 應 不 同 ， 而 对 廣 東 話 文 字 □ 告 的 回 憶 程 度 較 高 。
3方 面 亦 以 白 話 文 為 準 。 因 此 ， 廣 東 人 对 於 用 這 種 非 母 語 的
白 話 文 來 閱 讀 和 書 寫 ， 一 方 面 是 語 言 不 同 文 字 ， 会 引 起 若
干 不 便 的 地 方 ， 另 一 方 面 則 自 小 便 習 慣 了 □ 種 不 方 便 。
事 實 上 ， □ 東 話 亦 能 書 寫 ， 雖 然 不 能 百 分 之 百 寫 出 來 ，
但 如 果 在 假 借 與 創 造 方 面 下 奌 工 夫 ， 則 □ 書 寫 程 度 十 分 之
□ 。 於 是 ， 文 字 廣 告 亦 每 每 能 以 純 廣 東 話 寫 出 □ ， 如 此 一
來 ， 文 字 與 語 言 的 分 界 便 消 除 了 。 廣 東 人 看 到 这 樣 的 廣 告
， 感 覺 當 然 不 同 了 ， 閱 讀 與 回 憶 的 反 應 自 然 亦 成 另 一 種 模
式 。 近 年 來 ， 廣 東 話 廣 告 顯 著 增 加 ， 其 本 身 無 疑 是 一 種 創
新 與 大 胆 的 嘗 試 ， 但 實 際 效 果 如 何 ， 與 白 話 文 比 較 如 何 ，
2． 七 ， 較 英 文 廣 告 多 百 分 之 四 七 ． 四 。
香 港 的 文 字 和 語 言 ， 與 中 國 的 文 字 和 語 言 有 着 血 緣 的
關 係 ， 但 和 西 方 的 文 字 語 言 則 有 很 大 差 別 。 所 以 □ 採 用 文
字 廣 告 作 為 市 場 工 具 时 ， 實 不 能 將 西 方 的 文 字 □ 告 方 法 ，
一 成 不 變 地 搬 过 來 ， 而 必 須 就 其 本 身 特 別 的 地 方 ， 加 以 分
析 研 究 ， 方 能 確 定 其 實 際 的 價 值 與 功 效 。
香 港 的 □ 用 語 言 是 廣 東 話 。 四 百 萬 人 口 中 ， 有 百 份 之 八
十 一 ． 二 是 用 廣 東 話 作 為 日 常 語 言 的 。 □ 用 的 書 寫 文 字 卻
是 白 話 文 ， 而 白 話 文 源 出 北 京 方 言 ， 其 文 法 與 詞 彙 與 廣 東
話 有 很 顯 著 的 分 別 ， 但 白 話 文 是 中 國 目 前 的 □ 用 文 字 ， 教 育
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本 研 究 的 目 的 ， 在 於 觀 察 與 了 解 廣 東 人 對 廣 東 話 文 字
廣 告 與 白 話 文 廣 告 的 反 應 ， 看 看 兩 種 文 字 廣 告 媒 介 ， 那 一
種 引 起 較 強 的 回 憶 反 應 ， 兩 種 媒 介 對 於 產 品 形 象 有 什 麼 不
同 的 影 響 。
文 字 廣 告 在 今 日 市 場 上 仍 然 佔 有 很 重 要 的 地 位 。 就 香
港 而 論 ， 文 字 廣 告 （ 包 括 報 紙 、 雜 誌 ） 與 廣 播 廣 告 （ 包 括
電 影 、 電 視 、 收 音 機 ） 的 開 文 比 較 ， 前 者 佔 百 份 之 五 六
七 ， 較 後 者 多 百 份 之 十 三 四 。 另 一 方 面 ， 雖 □ 英 語 是 本
港 的 商 業 語 言 ， 但 中 文 廣 告 則 佔 絕 大 比 數 ， 即 百 份 之 七 八


